ACROSS
2 Capital of Nicaragua
4 Traditional owners of the Canadian territory of Nanavut
5 Temperature of trapped air during a temperature inversion
7 Ocean to the west of the USA
8 Tower which is the tallest free-standing structure in the world
10 Indigenous temple-builders of ancient Mexico
13 Country formerly ruled by Mexico
14 Number of years it took to clean up Alaska’s Exxon Valdez oil spill
15 National park containing the tallest tree in the world
16 Other language, besides English, spoken by many Canadians
17 Bay with the greatest tidal range in the world

DOWN
1 Number of working days each week people can drive cars into Mexico City
2 Largest freshwater lake in the world
3 Capital of Canada
6 Largest island in the world
8 Island country whose capital is Havana
9 Largest city in North America
10 MO_ _ ER _ _ Y, large Mexican city 700km north of the capital
11 Prince William ___, site of the world’s worst coastal oil damage
12 Abbreviation for the United States of America
15 Mountain range running down the western edge of the continent